The monitoring of different machining processes has been studied for years, however many processes still do not have a final solution for their controls. The dressing, as it is of great importance in the finishing of workpieces produced through the grinding, is an operation whose monitoring becomes necessary. In order to make the dressing automation and, in this case, the process of dresser exchange, there is a need for efficient and lowcost monitoring. The vibration sensor has great potential, but it is still little used for this purpose. In this work the vibration sensor and neural models were used to classify the wear of dressing tools for three different conditions. Dry dressing tests and data acquisition were performed in a surface-grinding machine. The raw signals were further filtered in different frequency bands. Then, two statistics were computed, which served as inputs to the neural models. The results were quite satisfactory for some models.
Introduction
According to Wegener et al., [1] , the slogan '' Grinding is dressing '' is kept in the community of grinding process. Dressing indicates, besides all other parameters of the process, the importance of the technology of grinding wheels conditioning in the manufacturing results. The process of the grinding wheel conditioning, which consists of dressing and cleaning, determines the rate of material removal, the forces in the grinding, the quality of the surface and the properties of the materials in the subsurface zone. Grinding is a complex manufacturing process influenced by many factors, such as workpiece, machine, grinding wheel and process configuration. The grinding wheel, which is the cutting tool, is the only factor that differentiates the grinding process from other machining processes. It is known that the topography and the conditions in which the grinding wheel is prepared deeply influence on the performance of the grinding, which is evidenced by the cutting forces, consumed energy, temperature in the cutting zone, and often, in the finish of the wokpiece [2] . In addition, the surface of the grinding wheel plays an important role in the roughness of the pieces [3] .
According to Marinescu et al., [4] , dressing is the surface conditioning process of the grinding wheel aiming its remodeling when it lost its original shape due to wear. It is the joint operation of profiling and edging of the conventional grinding wheels, aiming to restore the efficiency of the tool cutting. On the other hand, according to Aguiar et al., [5] , the use of worn dressers can provide less sharpness to the tool, causing an increase in cutting forces and faster loss of edges of grains. The control of wheel operation and the elimination of undesirable conditions can be detected by an online monitoring system. Therefore, the development of a monitoring system and the process control, in real time, is of fundamental importance.
The dressing operation and many other precision manufacturing processes require small forces and little power consumption. In this way, conventional power and force sensors are not suitable for monitoring these processes. Acoustic emission (AE) sensors have been used, as in the research of Martins et al. [6] , due to its nature based on highly sensitive piezoelectric elements. In addition to AE, other sensors of the piezoelectric type are currently used to monitor the dressing operation, such as the vibration sensor, for example, which are increasingly present in works that seek to improve its quality and process productivity [7] .
The vibration signals are presented as an alternative for the monitoring of manufacturing processes when AE is not used. According to Zeng & Forssberg [8] , the grinding process emits strong vibration signals that occur in various forms of acoustic pressure and mechanical vibrations. The measured vibration signal can be studied using methods of time domain analysis and spectral estimation, whose variations can be related to the characteristics of the grinding process [8] , [9] . According to Hassui et al., [10] the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the vibration signal showed a better relationship with the wear of the grinding wheel than the AE RMS signal.
One of the main motivations of this work is that vibration sensors are rarely used in researches focused on the monitoring of dressing processes. It is an extension of the work of Martins et al. [6] , in which the AE sensor and neural models were used to estimate the wear of the dresser. D'Addona et al. [11] also used the vibration signal, but the approach was limited to just one neural model with two inputs and only two frequency bands of the vibration signal were tested. In this work, several neural models were tested using combinations of one, two and three inputs for seven frequency bands of the vibration signal. Furthermore, a more accurate spectral analysis of the vibration signal is performed here based on Short-Time Fourier Transform and the signal spectrogram. Therefore, this work intends to contribute to fill the gap of works in this area by monitoring the wear condition of the diamond using data from a vibration sensor, followed by the use of neural models for a broader situation, reflecting in the optimization of the grinding process.
Grinding Processes Monitoring
Traditionally, the operator monitors the condition of the tool. However there is a substantial interest of the researchers in developing technologies to do it automatically. For example, the study in Zhang & Shin [12] focused on the properties of single-point dressers when dressing CBN grinding wheels using laser. Their results indicate that the dresser wear depends on the laser power as well as its depth and feed. The authors also concluded that heating influences the dresser wear rate. Habrat et al., [7] described a monitoring system to measure the equivalent radius of the diamond dresser, thus calculating its wear. The methods for monitoring the tool wear in machining processes can be divided in two groups: direct and indirect [13] . The direct method processes require stopping the machining operations, as proposed by Lachance, Warkentin e Bauer [14] .
Indirect methods do not require stopping the process because they use sensory signals, such as AE and vibration. Thus, several studies about monitoring of dressing operation have been published; few of those, however, are focused on the wear of single-point dressers. D'Addona et al., [11] proposed a method to characterize the wear state of single-point dresser of synthetic diamond using vibration signals through the application of artificial neural networks (ANNs). The results showed an effective method for monitoring the dresser wear based on the analysis of vibration signals. However, this work presented a considerable number of false negatives and false positives for the worst situation (worn), which have crucial importance in a tool monitoring system.
Martins et al., [6] described a study to classify the wear of single-point dressers using the root mean square (RMS) and ratio of power (ROP) statistics on the acoustic emission signals and artificial neural networks. Their results showed a satisfactory classification rate, however, at a very high computational cost. Hassui et al., [15] used the vibration signal to evaluate the grinding process. The vibration signal of the process was used successfully in the indirect determination of the best moment to dress the grinding wheel. It was also verified that vibration is capable of clearly indicating the three phases of the external cylindrical plunge grinding: initial elastic deformation, material removal and spark-out.
The digital processing of the vibration signal aims to eliminate noises and extract the desirable information from the signal [12] . The vibrational signal can also be studied by the analysis in the frequency domain. The frequency spectrum provides, in many cases, the detailed information about the signals condition that cannot be obtained in the time domain. The frequency content can be obtained through the application of methods and tools such as the Fourier transform [13] .
Methodology

Setup and Dressing Tests
It was developed a methodology to allow the acquisition of the vibration signals of the system and perform an analysis of the single-point dresser wear. A PCB Piezotronics acceleration sensor, model 353B03, fixed to the dresser holder, was used. It is worth mentioning that the manufacturer of the vibration sensor guarantees its calibration in the range of 1 Hz to 7 kHz. However, this sensor responds to higher frequency bands, which were verified by the pencil lead break method [16] . A Yokogawa oscilloscope, model DL850, was used to collect the signal at a frequency of two million samples per second. The signals were in turn processed digitally.
The dressing tests were performed using a conventional aluminum oxide grinding wheel with specification 38A220KVS and dimensions 233.6 x 12.7 x 127 mm, manufactured by NORTON. It was chosen single-point dressers for the tests, CVD type (Chemical Vapor Deposition).Three tests were performed to analyze the dresser wear, that is, three repetitions. At intervals of 20 passes, the tests were paused for the measurement of the diamond tip in order to evaluate the tool wear. This assessment was made using a microscope from 10x to 100x magnification. The diamonds were photographed using Leica software and the pictures were then analyzed through CAD software, obtaining the wear areas of the dresser.
Each test was conducted until the end of dresser life, that is, when the dresser diamond was completely worn. This fact was observed through the formation of sparks during the last valid pass, resulting from the contact of the dresser metallic part with the grinding wheel. This event characterized the end of the test. During the dressing operation, the parameters presented in Table 1 were controlled carefully to ensure the same conditions for all dressers. In recent years, an increasing amount of research has focused on the use of fluids in the grinding process. In this sense, dry dressing was used in this study, based on the research of [17] . The dresser condition was classified in three types, new (N) during the first 20 passes; worn (W) when the wear area rises above 4 times the wear area of the pass #20; and half-life (HL) for the passes between the end of new dresser condition and the beginning of the worn dresser condition.
Study of the signal spectrum
Vibrating activities have been found in frequency bands up to 30 kHz, which contain information about the dressing tool wear and, therefore, this range was considered in this work. The raw vibration signal was initially filtered with a 6 th order Butterworth band-pass filter of 0 to 30 kHz cutting frequencies. Afterward, an analysis of the frequency spectrum was conducted to correlate vibration signal characteristics to dresser wear. The frequency spectrum was determined through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), using 8192 samples with a Hanning window.
In parallel, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) was used to simultaneously analyze each pass in time and frequency. Looking at the signal for three dresser wear condition through their frequency spectrum, different behaviors in frequency domain can be identified. For example, a frequency range can have an intense activity for a new dresser and near null activity for a worn dresser. Thus, it is possible to determine some frequency bands that characterize the wear condition.
Neural models
According to [17] , in order to cope with nonlinearly separable problems, additional layer(s) of neurons placed between the input layer and the output are needed leading to the multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture. These layers are called hidden layers and their nodes called hidden nodes. The addition of intermediate layers revived the perceptron by extending its ability to solve nonlinear classification problems. The hidden neurons process the information received from the input nodes and pass them over to output layer [18] . The training stage of neural networks is critical as knowledge is memorized during this process. According Ranganathan, the training method Levenberg-Marquardt, proposed by Kenneth Levenberg in 1944 and improved by Donald Marquardt in 1963, is the most frequently used method [19] .
Pursuing better results, a methodology of testing multiple configurations of neural networks was used. The tests consisted in different input combination, quantities and statistic type. The number of neurons and hidden layers were varied too. In this work, the model architecture represents the number of neurons and the number of hidden layers.
Through the combination of the number of hidden layers, from one to three layers, and the quantity of neurons in each layer, varying in 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40, the best neural network architecture was defined for each model. The neural models consisted of different number of inputs (1, 2, or 4) and two outputs: (useful dresser, OK; worn, W) and (new, N; half-life, HL; worn, W). The combination of RMS and ROP values for selected frequency bands was used as input. The training was performed using 1500 patterns, comprising 500 patterns for each wear condition. This amount of data was obtained dividing each signal of five passes for each wear condition considered into 100 patterns. The lowest mean error and standard deviation in five trainings of each model was used to determine the best model of each configuration. The whole signal processing and neural network training were performed in MATLAB.
Dresser wear
The dresser wear characteristics were obtained calculating the lateral area of the diamond wear using the pictures taken during the dresser operation. Figure 1 shows the results of this analysis. Figure 1 . Dresser wear evolution Then, the mean values and standard deviation were calculated to evaluate the dresser wear behavior. From the graph presented in Figure 1 , the following criterion was adopted for the dresser condition: passes from 1 to 20 for new diamond; passes 21 to 134 for half-life; and from 135 for worn diamond. Figure 2 shows the frequency spectra of the vibration signal for three distinct conditions. The magnitude values of the signal are represented in K* Volts, where K is a scale constant. It can be noted in the spectrum that the new diamond condition has lower magnitudes in the whole length of signal frequencies. On the other hand, the half life condition has higher values.
Results and Discussions
Frequency bands selection
Furthermore, frequency bands can be observed where meaningful differences of magnitudes occur in the spectrum, as the bands 7-10 kHz and 16-18 kHz. Using this criterion, seven frequencies bands were chosen and the statistics RMS and ROP were applied to the signals. These processed signals were used as the inputs to the neural models.
The chosen frequency bands are presented in Table 2 . 
Statistics RMS and ROP
Figures 3a and 3b show the results of the statistics RMS and ROP, respectively, when the signal is not filtered (raw) and filtered at frequency band b2 (2 -5 kHz) and b4 (7 -10 kHz) It can be noted in Figure 3a and 3b that filtering the signals has produced a more well behaved tendency in the curves, resembling a linear one, especially for the band 2, in which the magnitude increases as the dresser wears. However, it is still not possible to find out a direct relation between the mean of the statistics and the wear of the dresser. That demonstrates the need of using a tool able to correlate non-linear behaviors among the variables.
Neural models
After processing the models, Table 3 was built based on the best results, that is, where the lowest mean errors were observed.
An important issue to be considered is the amount of false negatives for the condition of worn diamond in each model. In this case, false negatives would be the passes in which the diamond is worn, but the neural network would classify it as new or half-life. In other words, a diamond that could not be used anymore would be classified as good for use yet. This kind of classification is the worst that a model can reach, because it can generates damages to the workpiece. The biggest number of false negatives for each proposed model is presented in Table 3 .
The model 1 showed an error bigger than 10% for two and three outputs, besides a great amount of false negatives. So, this model has not proved attractive for implementation because its error is too high when compared to the other models. The model 2, despite of presenting big errors when compared to the models that used more inputs, showed a good result, in view of its simplicity. It has only one input and requires a low processing power. The model 2, which has 2 outputs, showed a mean error of 5.21% and only a negative false, being superior to the model 1. The model 3 showed mean errors of 8.48% and 4.00% for two and three outputs, respectively, besides not presenting any false negative for the model with two outputs. These errors are high when compared to those obtained by the models with two inputs. Since it has four inputs, model 6 is the most complex amongst the ones trained in this paper; therefore it requires higher computational resources besides the fact that it presents a larger difficulty to be implemented. This model presented good results, but because of its high complexity, it is not as interesting to be used as models 4 and 5. Models 4 (with two outputs) and 5 (with three outputs) had great results, with average error lower than 1.5%. Since they had the lowest average errors, these two models will be analyzed in the next section.
Analysis of the Neural Models 4 and 5
In this section the models with the best results will be discussed based on the analysis performed previously.
Analysis of the model 4
The analysis of the models was previously carried out based in Table 3 . When using three outputs, model 4 presented a total average error of 4.73%. This error is higher than the one obtained in model 3 when using the same number of outputs, and much higher than the error obtained in models 5 and 6 on analogous situations. This model will, because of these reasons, be disregarded.
On the other hand, when using only two outputs, model 4 presented an average error of 1.09% and a standard deviation of 0.79%. This was the lowest average error found in any of the neural models tested in this paper, as shown in Table 4 . Since it is a relatively simple model, with only two inputs and two outputs, it is a valuable model as a result of not demanding high computational resources for its implementation. Figure 4 shows the boundary regions graphic for the model 4 with two outputs.
Boundary regions graphic is another way to analyze the neural model efficiency, used according to the work of Franc and Halvac [17] . By using this tool, it is possible to check if the neural network errors were due to the wrongly classified passes being too close to the boundary between two conditions or adjacent classes. In this graph, the location of each point refers to its real wear condition, while its color shows the classification performed by the neural network, the borders being the boundaries between two conditions. Since the signal obtained by the sensor and the wear of the diamond are not linearly related, it is very difficult for the neural models to classify the passes found close to the boundaries. It is possible to visualize the four passes that were misclassified by the neural network in Figure 4 , three of them are very close to the boundary, therefore, are not considered very serious errors. One of the errors (false negative), however, is located far from the border between regions. This error is a more serious failure of the neural model, since the misclassified pass is not close to a border region. Figure 5 shows the boundary region chart for model 5 with three outputs. The model 5, when used with two outputs, resulted in a high average error, above 6%, therefore, it will be disregarded. On the other hand, when using three outputs, this model has had one of the best results achieved in this work.
Analysis of the Model 5
The average error presented by this model was 1.21%, while the standard deviation was 0.74%. Among the models that use three outputs, this one presented the best results. Although this is a slightly more complex model than model 4, since it uses three outputs, it is still a relatively simple model with only two inputs. As seen in Figure 5 , two passes in which the diamond was worn were erroneously classified as diamonds in their half-life; these passes were highlighted with an arrow.
These errors, however, occurred in regions close to the borders, therefore, are not considered serious, since these boundaries can be difficult to determine. 
Time-frequency analysis via spectrogram
In the present work the spectrogram was used for analysis of the vibration signal in the pass in which the dresser is new and then for a pass with the dresser worn. According to [20] , the spectrogram is typically calculated from the intensity of the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) that is the running output of the Fourier transform of a signal. The traditional means to calculate the STFT (and spectrogram) is to window a signal (e.g. time series) into discrete intervals, which are each Fourier, transformed in turn to obtain the local power spectrum of the signal. The problem with measuring the spectrogram this way is that it is not always well suited to the analysis of non-stationary signals. It is well known that long analysis windows result in a poor time resolution whilst short analysis windows cannot always achieve the desired frequency resolution. Figure 6 presents the results from the computation of short time Fourier transform in the form of spectrograms. The spectrograms were obtained for one dressing test of 10 seconds duration, which consists of a short time of signal noise before and after the dressing pass, and the vibration signal of the dressing pass itself in between. These spectrograms were also computed for five equidistant segments of 1 million samples (0.5 seconds) along the dressing pass, but no significant change in the spectrogram behavior was observed. A Kaiser window of 512 samples with 50% overlapping as well as 8192 FFT signal length were used. A comparison between the raw signal (low-pass filter with fc = 30kHz) and the filtered signal at band bf4 (7 -10kHz) was made. According to Table 3 , the bf4 was one of the best frequency bands. It can be observed in Figure 6a , for new dresser, greater signal magnitudes in the range of 0 to 2.5kHz, but it can also be noted along the time that there is a concentration of higher magnitude values (50 to 60dB) with intermittent intervals. Another characteristic of the spectrum behavior for the new dresser condition is the presence of two frequency bands of approximately 5 -10kHz and 12 -16kHz occurring along the dressing pass, but with lower magnitudes values than that observed previously. However, the magnitude levels show a degree of intermittence lower along the time for these frequency bands.
In the case of worn dresser, Figure 6b , the presence of the same frequency bands is still observed. However, the magnitudes characteristics and intermittence along the dressing pass underwent changes. The magnitude levels and intermittence along the time were lower for the lower frequency band. The central frequency band has shown higher magnitude levels from about one second from the dressing pass onset. Finally, the magnitude levels were lower for the upper frequency band. Figure 6c shows the signal filtered at bf4 (7 -10kHz) for the new dresser condition. It can be noticed that this frequency band shows an intermittent behavior along the dressing pass duration and the magnitude values are higher nearly until 2 seconds and from 7 seconds on from the dressing pass onset. For the worn dresser condition, Figure 6d , the signal time-frequency behavior is similar as previously described, however, the magnitude values are significantly higher, mainly until 3.5 seconds approximately and about 7.5 seconds from the dressing pass onset. In this time interval, the magnitude values were lower and the intermittence degree higher.
Based on this analysis, it can be therefore inferred, in general, the vibration signal is sensitive to the dresser wear in terms of magnitudes, mainly at band bf4, as the magnitude levels were higher for worn dresser than new dresser over time. Hence, it can be deduced that the system vibration (dresser/wheel) increases as the dresser wears.
Conclusion
This work presented an investigation on dresser wear, more specifically for the single-point dresser, in which vibration signals and neural models were employed. The dressing operation is of great importance in areas where high precision manufactured parts are needed, and the dresser condition plays a crucial role in that. Through the spectra study of the vibration signal, seven frequency bands were selected. Six neural models were proposed and hundreds of neural model configurations were trained for each model, aiming at low average errors and zero false negative for worn condition, which is the worst scenario for grinding parts.
Some of the proposed models have presented very good results, with average error below 2%, mainly for model 4 with two outputs. With average of errors below 1.09% and standard deviation of 0.79%, model 4 was able to classify the wear condition adequately. It is worth mentioning that this model has not presented any false negatives for the worn condition. Some frequency bands presented better results, such as band bf4 used in the spectrogram analysis, where the sensitivity of the vibration signal to wear over time was verified. Other neural models may be investigated in future works, in which different frequency bands can be selected as well as new statistics used to the input of these models.
